
11"nk J with a 2< Washington postage stamp punched "FOP". The difference in this instance is that the
company's location is given as 30 Tiffany Place in Brooklyn, NY. While the entire cover is now shown, the entir e
width of the cover is shown full size in the illustration it has been cropped vertically to save space here.
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A photocopy of this cover was sent to John Randall, the US Catalog Editor, with the recommendation that the
next revision of the catalog include supplemental data showing that the paint company also operated in Brooklyn,
NY. John replied that the additional office will be incorporated into the new catalog.

F212 .. Additional User

Joseph Laura , Jr. (# 1238)
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The photographically cropped illustration was posted on May 1, 1939 at Fort Wayne, Indiana. The 3<Jefferson
stamp is punched "FWPI CO". That is perfin patte rn F212 which is listed in the Catalog of United States Perf/lis
as having been used by the Fort Wayne Printing Company. Since printing and paper arc allied industries it is
not unexpected to consider tha t the printing company was the subsidiary or a subsidiary of the paper compan y.
In this instance since FWPI CO matches the press, I would assume that the press was the parent. We might be
able to conlirm this through a 1939 issue of the Fort Wayne, ID City Directory or by a Fort Wayne Printing
Company cover showing the 117-119-121 East Brackenridge Street address.

In any event, it is recommended that the next issue of the US catalog include a supplementary entry identifying
the John Wilding Paper Company, Inc. as a user of pattern F212.

Editor's comments: Upon receipt of a full-sized photocopy, John Randall , the US Catalog Editor wrote: 'T his
cover is ok to reproduce, as apparently it took over Fort Wayne Printing, or may have been the subsidiary, It
is late usage of the perlin. John Wilding will go into the Appendix.
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